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Sofia Goscinski sets traps. She demonstrates how easy it is to lure the discourse on art, often overly
theoretical, into a corner, and in this way expose critics as being incapable of receiving an exhibition
as a story to be related and experienced, or to convey it as such to others.
Sofia Goscinski does this through a unique gift of being able to tell a tightly knit story by means of her
intelligent conceptual work, a story confronting each one of us every day – the story of freedom
(“Liberty”). Sofia Goscinski does, of course, have a profound background in her field. And in her work
she does, of course, draw at first glance on the familiar names of “conceptual art”. One is almost
tempted to say that, as a matter of course, the approach of this exhibition shuts out the viewer initially
and seemingly becomes highly inaccessible. Yet this is the mistake one makes when approaching this
presentation merely from the point of view of art history, monotonously invoking possible precursors
and influences and thus robbing the production entirely of all of its tension and emotion. The word
“production” is used here with forethought; with her use of light and through positioning the individual
sculptures, Goscinski produces a mature, well thought out theatre dramaturgy. It is this dramaturgy
that lastly facilitates understanding and emotional comprehension of the conceptual background.
“Liberty” – freedom: Where does each individual begin to grapple with this concept? At what age are
we first confronted with the limits to our freedom? What is the price to be paid for our freedom? How
much do we pay for it at the end of the day? All of these questions concern us almost on a daily basis.
In her work, Sofia Goscinski points out a number of thought-provoking approaches: The visitor enters
a room, weakly illuminated, containing works by the artist, among them: a mirror-surfaced victory
podium of unfinished stainless steel in the middle; behind it at right a cube boarded up with black slats;
to the left a sign, under an emergency staircase, reading “Play Corner”; and, on the left side of the
room, two pictures, both in monochrome black and white, connected by a small bandage clip.

Upon entering the room the viewer is initially situated on a sort of podium, from where they obtain an
overview of most of the exhibit, looking down on it so to speak. From this perspective it is easy to

overlook two objects, which are very strongly related to the topics of creativity and liberty. At the right
there is a podium with a glass cylinder covering a pill, rather small and discrete, bearing the label
“Liberty”; and at left, next to the door and behind a black frame, there is a very large triptych consisting
of two pattern sheets, one with lines and the other with a grid, with a huge piece of pink blotting paper
between them.

This collection of works, constructed of various materials and with a variety of techniques, thus relates
a story of liberty. The “Play Corner”, the sign put up under the emergency staircase, alludes to the
oppressive constraints that children are often subject to even at an early age; free play, children’s first
potential means of expressing freedom, self-discovery and self-definition, is relegated by our society to
certain narrowly delimited spaces. Turning away from the “Play Corner”, it quickly becomes apparent
how the story continues. The viewer is confronted with this triptych, suddenly dominating the scene, a
figure for the extent to which creativity is largely stifled at school, where pupils, required to stick to
lines, are forced to abandon the creative potential offered by a piece of blank white paper. The pattern
sheet and the blotting paper serve to smother radically the instinct to write or draw or name objects at
will.

The “white Cube”, with sides each about 1.4 m in length, has been nailed shut with rough black
boards, four horizontal slats with a diagonal one across them on each side, thus symbolising the
restrictions present in contemporary art education and presentation and in the discourse on art. What
are the maxims that I as a fine artist am subject to in my education or when putting my works on
display? How far does my liberty or my right to develop myself extend in this regard? How far can I go
before running into certain limits defined by society? Sofia Goscinski subjected herself physically to
these narrow limits by more or less imprisoning herself within the cube, from where she made
photographs through the tiny cracks between the black boards, through which only little light enters.
The highly graphic series of photos created in this manner may be seen as a very personal symbol for
the unbending quest for (artistic) freedom.

Yet, how long can you maintain the quest or the struggle for liberty, for persistent creativity? When is
that point finally reached at which your strength threatens to give out? What do you do then? Do you
reach for the pill, attractively and enticingly put on display beneath a glass cylinder, that promises to
dissolve all limitations and obstacles? To ask the question is tantamount to answering it, as the sort of
continued stimulation offered has, in the long run, rarely resulted in the desired freedom. The outcome
has rather been a stronger and deeper dependency, void of consolation.

What happens when an individual has succeeded in triumphing in the global contest for creativity, for
superiority? Defying all obstacles, that individual will have nonetheless first climbed the large platform
in the centre of the room bearing the metal victory podium with the shiny, mirror-like upright surfaces.
Before reaching the zenith of liberty, the first place (!), that person will have seen their image again in
the mirrored surfaces, like a warning or an admonition to “know yourself!”. And, in the moment of
triumph, when the supreme position is reached, that person will have had to recognise that the
mirrors, made of water, immediately put them back on the same level as the competition and that they
are standing even deeper in the water than the other two.

And what about interpersonal relationships, living together in society? Is there room here for individual
freedom? How does today’s society, with its drastic increase in single households and divorces,
present itself in this regard? Is there still, room for relationships in the face of individual, self-defined
demands for personal freedom? Sofia Goscinskis’ final work may be interpreted as a symbol for the
contemporary pattern of relationships. It is a diptych consisting of two pictures, one monochrome black
the other white, hanging closely together with their outer edges touching. Although a pair of profoundly
opposite subjects, the two supplement each other within this symbolic context. This context, the intersubject relationship, is underscored by the bandage clip, which the artist has used to hold the two
pictures together. This clip brings the subjects together directly and joins them, yet it also injures them;
the hooks in the clip make holes in the canvas, i.e. in the outer layer of skin. Entering into a
relationship involves surrendering a certain amount of freedom – and that hurts. To the pain resulting
from this loss of freedom, one can open oneself ... or not.
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